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Identification of compatible states in switching mode
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ABSTRACT
Based on operating mode management, this paper introduces a
new framework for studying dynamics of Discrete Event Systems
(DES). Studied system presents several operating modes due to
the state space explosion problem. To cure this problem, we pro-
pose a multi-model approach where each model describes a sys-
tem in a given operating mode. We assume that only one at-
tempted operating mode is activated at a time, whilst other modes
must be inactivated. In order to ensure the alternation between
these operating modes, we propose a formal approach using lin-
ear algebra. The commutation problem can be defined as com-
patibility problem when the behavior of physical system switches
from an operating mode to another. The compatibility problem is
treated as the consistency of current states when a mode gener-
ates an event activating the other mode. For this purpose, we in-
troduce the notion of a compatible state in the switching mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An usual way in industry to design discrete events systems
(DES) consists of using the mode decomposition method to re-
duce the complexity of processes. Several works on SED have
attempted to use mode management to design a complex sys-
tem [1, 9, 8]. Some studies have focused on the automaton use
for representing modes [5, 4] in bearing a reasonable size, while
other researches deal with the problem of using several models
[7, 3]. However, these approaches are not based on any formal
models: they possess neither any validation mechanism of pos-
sible alternations (enabling and validity of switching between
modes).
A physical system can be represented by different operating
modes. Adjustment and maintenance of modes are examples of
operating modes and will also be necessary to a production sys-
tem. We are interested in modeling these operating modes by
applying a multi-model approach [7], which involves designing
a process model for each operating mode. In order to ensure the
alternation between these operating modes, we assume that only
one attempted operating mode is activated at a time, whilst other
modes must be inactivated. Switching from mode to another one
is equivalent to enabling and disabling the current mode. Chang-
ing mode and process structure raises problems such as to detect

model switching and to maintain model tracking. The compat-
ibility problem is treated as the consistency of current states in
switching mode [6, 2] when a mode generates an event activat-
ing the other mode. The problem of commutation and compati-
bility between all designed models is formalized by the proposed
framework.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the selected
design multi-model terminology of DES, where the new notions
and extended models are introduced. Commutation formalism
between designed process models is also briefly recalled in this
section. Section 3 introduces the compatibility problem between
different models. Section 4 comprises an illustrative example and
study conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. OPERATING MODE MANAGEMENT
2.1 Definition of operating modes
A real system presents generally several operating modes. Our
work tackles a multi-model approach that involves representing
complex system by several simple models; each model describes
a system in a given operating mode. This approach supposes that
the system can be engaged only in one operating mode at a time,
called active mode. The commutation between these operating
modes takes place when a particular event occurs, called commu-
tation event. Thus, the activation and inactivation of an operating
mode take place by the occurrence of a commutation event. This
event allows the switching from the mode in which a system per-
forms perfectly in its task, known as nominal mode, to a mode
for continuing a task in spite of a failure, known as degraded
mode. A physical system involves a set of nominal and degraded
modes. Indeed, each system admits that only one mode of nor-
mal functioning (nominal mode); by contrast, it can have several
failure modes (degraded mode). In this approach, the nominal
mode will always be considered the first selected mode.

DEFINITION 1. Let I = {1, 2, ..., n} a set of operating
modes, where n ∈ N and n ≥ 2. For each operating mode i, we
associate to an automata model Gi = (Qi,Σi, δi, qi,0, Qi,m)
where:

—Qi is the set of states of mode i,
—Σi is the alphabet of symbols,
—δi : Qi ×Σi → Qi is the partial transition function.
—qi,0 is the initial state in the mode i, qi,0 ∈ Qi,
—Qi,m is the subset of marker states, Qi,m ⊆ Qi.

For any state q ∈ Qi and any event σ ∈ Σi, we write
δi(q, σ)! (resp. δi(q, σ)¬!) if δi(q, σ) is defined (resp. isn’t de-
fined). This definition of δi can be extended to a partial func-
tion for Qi × Σ∗i → Qi, such that ∀s ∈ Σ∗i and ∀σ ∈ Σi,
δi(q, sσ) = δi(δi(q, s), σ) and ∀q ∈ Qi, δi(q, ε) = q.
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Fig. 1. Commutation between different models.

The set Σ∗i contains all possible finite strings (i.e., sequence) over
Σi and the null string ε. The language generated by Gi, denoted
by L(Gi), is also called the closed behavior of Gi: L(Gi) :=
{s ∈ Σ∗i | δi(qi,0, s)!}.
The global set of events Σglobal of a system is given by the union
of all alphabets Σi of elementary automata models Gi increas-
ing by the set of commutation events Σc. Furthermore, the set
of commutation events is disjoint of the different set of models:
Σc ∩ Σi = ∅ (for i ∈ I). Although, Σi ∩ Σj can’t empty (com-
mon components between modes).

2.2 Commutation between Different Models
Considering several operating modes, our generalized approach
is meant to define the n operating modes and the m possible
commutation. The set Σc of commutation events is defined as
∪ni,j,i 6=j{σi,j}where σi,j presents the event ensuring the switch-
ing between mode i to mode j. For a given commutation, we
specify that for a given mode several switching events can be
considered. Moreover, from a mode i another commutation event
σi,k can lead to a mode k. This commutation mechanism is il-
lustrated by Fig. 1. However, in each switching mode k, we must
correctly determine the starting state after the commutation from
the model Gi. To do this, we first have to extend the model Gk

(resp.Gi) by adding respectively inactive state qin,k (resp. qin,i)
to states set of the model Gk (resp. Gi) based on concept of sig-
nificative state suggested by Dangoumau [1]. The occurrence of
commutation event σi,k will lead model Gi to its inactive state
qin,i and the process model Gk will be activated from its inac-
tive state qin,k. The activated process model at a given time is,
thus, the only model from which the current state is different to
the inactive state. Reciprocally, the state of all inactive models is
their inactive state. So the use of this inactive state ensures that
only one mode is active in a time.

DEFINITION 2. The extended model for each operating
mode i ∈ I is given by automata model Gi,ext =
(Qi,ext,Σi,ext, δi,ext, qi,0,ext, Qi,m,ext) in which:

—Qi,ext = Qi ∪ {qi,in}: extended set states with an inactive
state,

—Σi,ext = Σi ∪ Σi
c: extended alphabet with the set of commu-

tation events Σi
c enabling to leave or to return to the mode

i;

—qi,0,ext =

{
qi,0 if i = 1: Initially, G1 is in its initial state
qi,in if i 6= 1 : models Gi are assumed desactivated

—Qi,m,ext = Qi,m (qin,i will never be marked state),
—The extended transition function δi,ext is defined as follows:

—∀q ∈ Qi and ∀σ ∈ Σi if δi(q, σ)! then δi,ext(q, σ) :=
δi(q, σ): this extended function is the same as transition
function if we consider only non extended alphabet Σi,

—∀q ∈ Qi from which commutation event σi,j ∈ Σi
c can

occur, then δi,ext(q, σi,j) = qi,in: extended transition func-
tion allows model Gi to be deactivated if the commutation
event occurs.

With the regard to process, the main aim of operating mode man-
agement is to define the starting state of model Gj (qj,start :=
δj,ext(qj,in, σi,j), with ((i, j) ∈ I2 and i 6= j)) and, in turn, the
return state of process model Gi (qi,start := δi,ext(qi,in, σj,i)).
The notion of starting state will be defined later.

in the mode j

in the mode i and mode j

Mode i Mode j

Not existent resource New engaged
ressources

common engaged resources

Fig. 2. Common resources of the modes i and j.

This approach makes it difficult to build the extended models
and to ensure the switching mechanism. Also, in the context of
the multi-model approach, our research brings together a formal
concept of these notions: inactive state and switching mecha-
nism. The latter can be defined as a compatibility problem when
its behavior switches from an operating mode to another. Propos-
ing a notion of compatible state allows to determine the starting
or return state in the switching mode.

3. COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN TWO MODELS
Multi-model approach (see Fig. 1) is ideally suited for imple-
mentation of operating mode management and inter-mode phase
switching in the DES. Each mode corresponds to a particular
type of resources. Thus, this system don’t require all resources
in each operating mode. For instance, Fig. 2 shows that there are
common resources engaged in two operating modes and some re-
sources doesn’t contribute to the production in mode i, but they
intervene when a commutation from mode i to mode j occurs.
During this engagement, the structure and the task of the sys-
tem are fixed. We assume that the process model can change its
structure when switching from operating mode to another has
engaged new resources.
Considering a typology as that there is still a subset of common
resources between two modes (see Fig. 2). It will be necessary
to follow the evolution of these resources to correctly determine
the states from which a functional connection will be allowed.
We consider, thus, the tracking trace generated in inactive mode,
which leads to a commutation event. The tracking implementa-
tion allows us to determine the connection state, i.e., adequate
state in the novel mode where a commutation event occurs. This
current state can be compatible state: starting or return adequate
in the newly activated model. This has facilitated our work to de-
termine the compatible state in the active mode without loss of
information related in this changing mode. The compatible state
is described by its activity sets of engagement resources in ac-
tive mode. To determine this compatible state, we have to treat
the information related to activities set in each current state.

DEFINITION 3. A state qi in the mode i is the cartesian
product of all activities resources1 engaged in this mode.
For example, we assume that two resources R1 and R2 are en-
gaged in the mode i respectively with (a11, a

2
1), (a12, a

2
2).

A state qi in mode i is written:

qi = (al1, a
k
2) with l, k ∈ {1, 2} (1)

Considering the evolution of common resources requires know-
ing all past history of the first mode selected. Or, the tracking
mechanism allows to keep a record of the events leading to the
one of these common resources to a switching mode. Therefore,
we use the information given on accessible states, in inactive
mode Gi, after the occurrence of traces generated by the occur-
rence of a commutation event. Each trace is an activation se-
quence Si of the active mode Gj . Indeed, it is not a question of

1Each resource, engaged in the mode i, has a unique activity in a given
state qi.
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Fig. 4. Automata models of machines Mi(i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}).

applying our proposed approach to all existing sequences Σ∗i . For
that, we limit on the traces belonging to the language L(Gi,Σ

i
c)

with as origin state qi,0 and as last event the commutation event
σ ∈ Σi

c. This language is represented as follows:

L(Gi,Σ
i
c) = {s ∈ L(Gi) ∩Σ∗i | δi,ext(qi,0, sσ)!, σ ∈ Σi

c} (2)

The activities of a given state qj in the active mode j are divided
into two types of resources: common resources engaged in both
modes i and j, and resources that don’t exist in mode i. The
compatible state, in the active mode j, have the same activities of
common resources that the final state in inactive mode i. To keep
the according information related to final states in the inactive
mode Gi, we are based on the activation sequence belonging to
the language L(Gi,Σ

i
c).

DEFINITION 4. A state qi in the mode i is compatible with
the state qj in the mode j, when the common resources engaged
in these two states have the same activities.
Formally, letAqi ,Aqj respectively be the activities set in the two
states qi and qj , with:

Aqi = {a1i , a2i , ..., ani } and Aqj = {a1j , a2j , ..., amj } (3)

Let Ai,j be the activities set of common resources engaged be-
tween the mode i and the mode j.
The state qi is compatible with qj iff:

Aqi ∩Ai,j = Aqj ∩Ai,j (4)

4. APPLICATION
Consider the manufacturing system illustrated in Fig. 3; the
system comprises four machines M1, M2, M3 and M4, and
equipped with one buffer B. The machines are used to process
apart and the buffer is used as storage between the machines with
a maximal capacity of 1.
Initially, buffer B is empty and machine M3 is performing an-
other task outside the unit, but it intervenes when M1 breaks
down. With event b1 (resp. b3),M1 (resp.M3) picks up a work-
piece from an infinite bin and places it in buffer B after com-
pleting its work (event e1, resp. e3). M2 (resp. M4) operates
similarly, but takes its workpiece from B (event b2 (resp. b4) )
and place it in an infinite output bin when it has finished its task
(event e2 (resp. e4)). It is assumed that onlyM1 can break down
(event f1) and be repaired (event r1) (as shown in Fig. 4).
Two operating modes are designed for the overall system: a nom-
inal mode (Gn), in which M1, M2 and M4 produce and a de-
graded mode (Gd), in which M3 replaces M1. These two mod-
els are built up from models of M1, M2, M3 and M4, but they
exclude f1 and r1 events (see Fig. 5). When f1 occurs, the sys-
tem switches to the degraded mode described by the model Gd.
Occurrence of r1 allows Gd to switch to Gn.
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Fig. 5. Different possible commutations.
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In this example, the set of events Σglobal can be partitioned
into 3 sets: Σn = {b1, e1, b2, e2, b4, e4} the nominal mode
set, Σc = {f1, r1} commutation events set and Σd =
{b2, e2, b3, e3, b4, e4} degraded mode set. The set of activities
of resources, engaged in each operating mode, is given as fol-
lows: An = {A1,M1, A2,M2, A4,M4} in the nominal mode
and Ad = {A2,M2, A3,M3, A4,M4} in the degraded mode.
By hypothesis, the event f1 can be occurred from states in the
nominal mode where the machines M1 is in normal operation.
Before continuing, we assume, henceforth, that the event return
r1 can occur only from states of a degraded mode when the
machine M3 has finished its task. Since there are common re-
sources (machines M2 and M4) engaged between nominal and
degraded mode. Then, the starting states in the degraded model
are related to traces generated in the nominal model and lead-
ing to states where the commutation event can occur. During a
change of operating mode, the state of common resources re-
mains fixed. The inactive state qn,in (resp. qd,in) of nominal
model Gn (resp. degraded model Gd) is illustrated in the ex-
tended model Gn,ext (resp. Gd,ext) (see Fig. 6).
In this example, we consider the commutation between nominal
mode and degraded mode with the activation sequence Sn =
b1 b2 e2 b4 b2 (with Sn ∈ L(Gn, f1)). The final state in nominal
mode (previously activated), after the occurrence of Sn, is the
state qn,5 with activities {A1,M2,M4}. The attainable state, af-
ter the occurrence of activation sequence Sn, is the state qd,7.
Thus, this state is compatible with state qd,7 because both ma-
chinesM2 andM4 (common resources) are found in work piece
{M2,M4}.
Now, we have established the switching mechanism between
nominal (resp. degraded) mode to degraded (resp. nominal)
mode. We apply the same principle to all traces in language
L(Gn, f1) of the nominal mode immediately before the break-
down event f1. The same for language L(Gd, r1) of the de-
graded mode followed by the event r1. Thus, we obtain extended
model for each operating mode (degraded or nominal) in Fig. 7.
These established models are nondeterministic. In fact, an event
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Fig. 7. Extended automata of different operating models.

such as the failure f1 leads from the inactive state to several dif-
ferent states in the degraded model. To raise the indeterministic,
we can apply existing algorithms to render extended models de-
terministic.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with the compatibility of states when a switch-
ing between the operating modes takes place. Our approach in-
troduces a definition of compatible states and gives a solution to
resolve the management alternation problem of different operat-
ing modes. The compatibility problem is treated as the consis-
tency of current states when a mode generates an event activat-
ing the other mode. Our current research is attempting to treat
the diagnosis of unobservable events, applying the multi-model
approach, in a physical system.
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